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Morning Message
Joeun achimieyo Year Three! That’s Korean for Good Morning! We hope you have a fantastic
day today…we are getting everything ready at school for your return on 8th March!
Remember to attend your class briefings at 9:30am and 2:50pm
If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email
info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Did you know...? This day in history?
1965- ‘The Sound of Music’, starring Julie Andrews, was released.
It’s still one of the most popular musicals ever, with classic songs
such as ‘Do-Re-Mi’.

Watch Miss. Choudhry’s assembly on ‘Democracy’ here

Writing
Today we’ll be looking at shifting the perspective of narration from the
second person (directly addressing another person) to the third person
(narrating about another person).
We’ll be using this skill to entice audiences to buy our products!
Watch Miss. Choudhry’s video here
Here is your Do Now and here is your Task Sheet
Reading
Today we will be answering literal questions on ‘George’s Marvellous Medicine’.
Remember to look for key words in the question before answering!
You can watch Miss Williams’ video for the lesson here
The reading text can be accessed here, and the task sheet can also be found here
Mathematics

Today we will be focussing on the duration of events: this means how many hours
or minutes it is from the start to the end of an event! Make sure you have some
paper and something to write with ready for the Do Now and the lesson!
You can find your lesson here and the task sheet can be found here.
Don’t forget your daily Arithmetic Brainbusters here.
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This week in PE we will be practicing our gymnastic moves. We will be practicing
balances and stretches so make sure you have a bottle of water nearby and some
comfortable clothing.
You can find Miss Williams’ video for the lesson here

Question for the day

If you had to go to a desert island…what three things would you
take with you?
You can’t take people or pets…

Mrs Turley thinks she would take a sleeping bag, an inflatable kayak and
some sort of swiss army tool!
Weekly Spellings

centre decide disappear early heart
minute notice regular therefore

Remember…Say Cover Write Check!
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